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TIMBER ALTERNATIVE
FLUSH WINDOWS
RESIDENCE

7

SLEEK ON
THE INSIDE
AND OUT

Residence 7 windows are a
popular timber window
alternative throughout
Nottingham, Leicester, and
Derby communities. As one of
our best-selling window
products, R7 windows deliver a
modernized take on the original
19th Century flush sash timber
window.
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Tradition Meets
Technology

When it comes to modern flush sash technology, the
Residence 7 window profile is unmatched in both
quality & performance. Featuring an innovative 7
chambered structure and sleek 75mm wide frames,
our R7 windows are A-rated as standard, can
achieve A++ energy ratings with ease & can be
double or triple glazed.

Accented with a Personal
Touch
With 5 stylised glazing beads, classic Georgian bars,
astragal bars, leaded lights & a wide range of luxury
colour finishes, textured privacy glass & matching
handles & hardware to choose from, Nottingham
Windows gives you the freedom to create your
forever home.

Industry-Leading
Manufacturers

Displayed at our extensive window & door
showroom in Nottingham, this time-honored style
has been engineered to meet current & anticipated
safety & performance standards. Offering an
immense range of striking finishes & charming
bespoke accessories to suit your distinct taste &
style, this sophisticated window design provides a
refined flush finish that refuses to compromise on
cutting-edge thermal efficiency, acoustic
performance, or security.
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7 Chamber Design

Featuring a unique 7 chamber structure that's
75mm wide, combined with premier glazing from
industry leaders Planitherm, Residence 7 windows
surpass the majority of other window systems in
both efficiency & style.Guaranteed to deliver
superior thermal & acoustic performance wherever
they're installed, this 7 chamber design can achieve
U-values as low as 0.8W/m2.K with 44mm triple
glazing.
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Quality Manufacturing
Utilising modern welding techniques, R7 classic flush
sash detailing includes visible contemporary seams,
classic mechanical joints & authentic cill
detailing.Made in the UK, Residence 7 windows will
effortlessly keep the unpredictable British weather
at bay. Often considered for restrictive conservation
renovation projects, R7 windows retain authentic
good looks & remain maintenance-free for longer.

Stylish Hardware

Amongst a variety of authentic hinges, handles &
stays, our range includes elegant key locking
Monkey Tail handles or heritage Pear Drop handles.
Whether you're replacing like-for-like or wish to add
a classic twist to more modern architectural stylings,
we're certain we have a colour to suit your particular
taste.Dedicated to quality, we use long-lasting,
stylish window hardware, furniture & fixings as
standard.A Style & Colour To Suit You

A Style & Colour To Suit You

Residence 7 windows can be customised in a broad
range of luxurious shades, including versatile dual

colour options. From life-like woodgrain effects such
as grand ‘English Oak’ & specialist ‘Grained White’ to
classic ‘Vintage Cream’ & ‘Cotswold Green’ &
contemporary shades like ‘Eclectic Grey’ & neutral
‘Painswick’. Nottingham Windows match your vision
perfectly.
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FLUSH
RESIDENCE

SASH
9

WINDOWS

A CLEVER
BLEND OF OLD
AND NEW
Seamlessly duplicating the historical
flush sash window design that’s been
around for centuries, these life-like
sightlines are often considered for
restrictive conservation renovation
projects throughout Nottingham,
Leicester, and Derby. Staying true to
their original form, R9 windows feature
beautifully deep decorative detailing
on the inside & a timeless flush exterior
on the outside.
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Tradition Meets
Technology

When it comes to modern flush sash technology, the
Residence 9 window profile is unmatched in both
quality & performance. Featuring an innovative 9
chambered structure and front & back 100mm wide
frames, our R9 windows are A-rated as standard,
can achieve A++ energy ratings with ease & can be
double or triple glazed.Conforming to PAS 23 & 24
security specifications & Document Q performance
benchmarks as standard, secure peace of mind also
plays an integral role with these convincing flush
sash windows. Secured with internal beading &
multi-point locking, R9 windows effectively keep
warmth in & intruders out. Furthermore, a practical
butt hinge option provides extra confidence as an
ideal solution for fire escape windows.

Accented with a Personal
Touch

With 5 stylised glazing beads, classic Georgian bars,
astragal bars, leaded lights & a wide range of luxury
colour finishes, textured privacy glass & matching
handles & hardware to choose from, Nottingham
Windows gives you the freedom to create your
forever home.
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9 Chamber Design
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Stylish Hardware

Featuring a unique 9 chamber structure that's

Amongst a variety of authentic hinges, handles &

100mm wide, combined with premier glazing from

stays, our range includes elegant key locking

industry leaders Planitherm, Residence 9 windows

Monkey Tail handles or heritage Pear Drop handles.

surpass the majority of other window systems in

Whether you're replacing like-for-like or wish to add

both efficiency & style.

a classic twist to more modern architectural stylings,

Guaranteed to deliver superior thermal & acoustic

we're certain we have a colour to suit your particular

performance wherever they're installed, this 9

taste.Dedicated to quality, we use long-lasting,

chamber design can achieve U-values as low as

stylish window hardware, furniture & fixings as

0.8W/m2.K with 44mm triple glazing.

standard.

A Style & Colour To Suit You

Readily available in versatile dual colour options,

Residence 9 windows can be seamlessly matched
with existing furnishings, thanks to a handpicked
collection of stunning heritage colours on offer. From
life-like woodgrain effects such as subtle ‘Irish Oak’ &
weathered ‘Silvered Oak’, to vintage ‘Cotswold Biscuit’
& ‘Cotswold Green’ & contemporary shades like
‘Eclectic Grey’ & versatile ‘No.10 Black’. Nottingham
Windows match your vision perfectly.
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70MM UPVC
WINDOW SYSTEM
KÖMMERLING

C70

PERFECT
WINDOW
ENGINEERING
KÖMMERLING 70. Tried, Tested and Trusted.
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C70 Casement Window

Featuring a unique 9 chamber structure that's 100mm
wide, combined with premier glazing from industry
leaders Planitherm, Residence 9 windows surpass the
majority of other window systems in both efficiency &
style.
Guaranteed to deliver superior thermal & acoustic
performance wherever they're installed, this 9 chamber
design can achieve U-values as low as 0.8W/m2.K with
44mm triple glazing.

The feel good window
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Keeping you warm,
whatever the weather

Amongst a variety of authentic hinges, handles &
stays, our range includes elegant key locking
Monkey Tail handles or heritage Pear Drop handles.
Whether you're replacing like-for-like or wish to add
a classic twist to more modern architectural stylings,
we're certain we have a colour to suit your particular
taste.Dedicated to quality, we use long-lasting,
stylish window hardware, furniture & fixings as
standard.

Our KÖMMERLING 70 window and door system

Low line gaskets and weatherseals provide lasting

helps you to fulfil your need for a light enriched

performance and slimmer sightlines.

living environment with a well ventilated

The full depth, central eurogroove helps make

atmosphere. It also makes optimum use of sunlight

the windows and doors more secure.

to reduce heating costs, even when the outdoor

Five chambered system is more energy efficient

temperature is cold.

than the three chambered designs from many of
our competitors.
Steel reinforcement is used where needed, to
add additional structural strength.
The chamfered design of C70 Gold® gives a
modern and clean look through the frame, sash
and glazing bead.
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76MM UPVC
WINDOW SYSTEM
KÖMMERLING

C76

NEXT
GENERATION
WINDOWS
Unrivalled innovation.

2 2

C76 Casement Window
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Heat can get in but not out

This traditional casement window offers unrivalled levels

Amongst a variety of authentic hinges, handles &

of weathering, thermal and acoustic performance and is

stays, our range includes elegant key locking Monkey

also capable of large opening sizes, like our flush sash. It’s

Tail handles or heritage Pear Drop handles. Whether

also the ultimate window for exposed and coastal

you're replacing like-for-like or wish to add a classic

locations and with the use of dummy sashes can also

twist to more modern architectural stylings, we're

offer perfectly symmetrical sightlines as is the current

certain we have a colour to suit your particular

design philosophy.

taste.Dedicated to quality, we use long-lasting, stylish
window hardware, furniture & fixings as standard.

More light, healthier life
Light is essential to human survival. It makes us feel

Intelligent profile design for optimised window

happy and enhances our sense of general well-

stability.

being. That‘s why a well-lit and inviting interior is an

Narrow profiles maximise light incidence.

important aspect of an ideal living environment.

Higher solar energy gains additionally reduce

KÖMMERLING 76 helps you to fulfil your dream of a

heating costs.

light-flooded living environment with a pleasant

With standard windows, the high insulation double

atmosphere.

seal system with 76 mm construction depth
already achieves a Uf value of 1.1 W/(m²K).
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CLASSIC VERTICAL
SASH WINDOWS
ROSEVIEW

HERITAGE

ROSE

2 4

Oozing charm and
character

Designed with all the traditional detailing found in
period and victorian windows, Heritage Rose sash
windows are a highly customisable and comes in a
range of colours to suit individual needs. A number
of decorative features such as authentic astragal
bars and run-through sash horns ensure complete
authenticity and make this window virtually
indistinguishable from a timber original.

Modern Benefits

Heritage Rose uPVC sash windows may have been
designed with authenticity in mind, but not at the
cost of modern features and benefits.It’s energy
efficient; Heritage Rose sash windows are ‘A’ rated
as standard. It also offers excellent acoustic
performance helping to block out external noise,
and is PAS 24 accredited, meaning that it is strong
and secure. This can be enhanced even further with
optional Secured by Design rating.Like every window
in the Rose Collection, both sashes tilt inwards to
make them easy to clean from the inside. And best
of all, Heritage Rose sash windows are easy to
operate, very low maintenance and never needs
repainting.
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Run-through horns

Using a simple and bespoke horn design which – crucially –
is topped off with a flush fitting cap, the result is the most
authentic run-through horn you can get.We could have
gone down the easy route and designed a bold horn with a
“hide all sins” wraparound horn cap. But at Roseview we’re
not interested in just finding the easiest path; we’re about
making the best, most authentic windows we can.

Slim sightlines

The Rehau Heritage VS profile is the envy of the industry, as
it has – quite simply – the slimmest sightlines available.It
has flat putty-style external glass lines and subtly-moulded
internal ones, which are fully matched on the astragal bars.
It also has triple-sealed concealed brushpiles, silver or white
gaskets (so that they don’t stand out like black does) and an
authentic deep bottom rail.

Fully customisable

Using a simple and bespoke horn design which – crucially –
is topped off with a flush fitting cap, the result is the most
authentic run-through horn you can get.We could have
gone down the easy route and designed a bold horn with a
“hide all sins” wraparound horn cap. But at Roseview we’re
not interested in just finding the easiest path; we’re about
making the best, most authentic windows we can.
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ALUMINIUM
WINDOWS
SMART

ALITHERM

600

THE PERFECT COMBINATION OF
AESTHETICS, PERFORMANCE,
DURABILITY AND SECURITY

Until recently, aluminium windows have typically featured in large
commercial developments that require more light. However, the
‘more glass, less frame’ approach has captured the imagination of
aspirational homeowners throughout Nottingham, Leicester, and
Derby. State-of-the-art aluminium windows can be customised in
a range of quality configurations, including top, bottom or side
hung, and fixed light, multi-light, and French casement options.
Available in a variety of styles & frame widths, aluminium windows
offer an unparalleled lightweight strength designed for minimalist
interiors that value security, efficiency & sustainability in equal
measures.

2 8

Why choose aluminium?
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Versitility

This versatile range of profiles can provide many

With a life-span measured in decades rather than

solutions for residential and light commercial

years, together with extremely low maintenance

applications. It can create traditional casement

requirements, aluminium has become the perfect

windows inspired by the elegance and styling of timber

choice for home owners.

products, or contemporary style windows designed for

All our systems are designed with performance, style

modern homes or offices. Alitherm profiles utilise

and efficiency in mind, with each frame incorporating a

Smart’s innovative polyamide thermal break technology

‘thermal-break’ to insulate it against heat loss, raise

which creates a barrier between the cold air outside

the internal temperature of your house and help

and the warm air inside. This technology significantly

reduce the risk of condensation.

reduces thermal transmittance and enhances the
overall U Value of a product and is designed to meet
the exacting requirements of Document L 2010.
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ALUMINIUM
WINDOWS
SMART

ALITHERM

HERITAGE

PERFECT FOR
SENSITIVE REFURBISHMENT
AND RENEWAL WORK
The Alitherm Heritage ranges have been designed specifically
to meet the needs of refurbishment projects, particularly
in sensitive planning areas. Ideal for Victorian and Art Deco
projects, our windows and balcony doors are proven in a
wide range of renovation and heritage projects across the UK.
Providing a modern, like-for-like replacement for traditional
steel materials, Alitherm Heritage is the ideal solution for
projects where planning or design demands dictate the
installation of sympathetic materials - even for listed
buildings.
The Alitherm Heritage door and window ranges both feature
the slim profiles and sight lines that are associated with
traditional steel windows.
However, the system’s timeless elegance is also accompanied
by the outstanding thermal performance of a modern
aluminium system – each delivering a ‘B’ Energy Rating.
Alitherm Heritage Windows are also available as a tilt turn
option.
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STYLISH
DOORS
KOMMERLING

COMPOSITE
PRO

44
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Why choose Kommerling?

The Prodoor44 range of composite doors has been
developed to bring homeowners a choice of stylish

composite doors which offer high performance in both
security and thermal efficiency.Developed by Entrance
Composite Door Solutions in Co-operation with world
leading PVCu profile manufacturers Kommerling the
prodoor44 range is manufactured by a network of
trained Kommerling window and door producers who
are focused on producing a quality product.Featuring
the latest technology in doors, frames and hardware
prodoor44 is tomorrow’s energy efficient composite
door system – available today.

Protect

The prodoor 44 range is manufactured from
quality components keeping your home safe and
protecting our loved ones.

Professional

Manufactured and installed by a
network of quality driven partners who
operate in association with
Kömmerling.

Protect

The prodoor 44 range is manufactured
from quality components keeping your
home safe and protecting our loved
ones.

Progress

Modern advances such as fingerprint reading
technology places the prodoor 44 at the
leading edge of composite doors.
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Offering 6 design ranges,
50+ colour and glass
options in addition to over
100 hardware options, a
Prodoor provides style,
security and durability that
you can trust.
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DESIGNER
ALUMINIUM

DOORS
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Peace of mind
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High performance

From traditional Victorian, Georgian and Edwardian

Every door is manufactured by our

designs to contemporary chic. Smart Designer Doors

specialist Smart fabrication team, so

offer a wide range of designs, colours and styles for

whatever the weather, you can be certain

you to choose from. Whichever door suits your home,

that your door has been engineered to last.

you can be sure of its outstanding performance, with
high-quality locking mechanisms and precision
construction combining to give unbeatable strength
and security.
The choice of glazing and door furniture will have a
major impact on the overall appearance of your door.
We have a wide choice of fixed side, or head-light
glazing combinations and single door configurations to
make sure the design is just right for your home.
Finally, our extensive range of colours guarantees the
perfect finishing touch.

MAKE IT DISTINCTIVE
MAKE IT STRIKING

Safe & Secure

With your safety and security our priority, we
only use the highest quality fittings to ensure
the maximum protection for your home and
our 10-point locking mechanism is fitted as
standard to every Designer Door.

YOUR HOME
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SLIDE&FOLDING
DOORS

3 6

VISOFOLD RANGE
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Available in a range of opening configurations to suit

All Visofold profiles feature a thermal break to deliver

any application, Visofold doors can be folded

enhanced thermal performance and energy efficiency

internally or externally and with the opening at the

and security is assured by multi-point lock mechanisms

side (so the sashes all fold one way), at one end (to

on the main opening sashes, and shoot-bolt locks on

create a single entrance door) or in the middle (to

the ‘floating’ mullions. The doors can have either a low

give the option of a double door).

threshold for unimpeded access, or a rebated
threshold for improved weather resistance.

Visofold’s flexibility makes it the ideal choice for
projects where large, uninterrupted openings are
required, with the system providing maximum light
and space to give unimpeded views. The highlyversatile, easy-to-operate system is the perfect
option for even the largest project, capable of
opening up an entire wall, yet presenting a
contemporary, elegant glazed façade when closed.

Visofold doors are available in a choice of standard or
non-standard colours, including metallic, woodstructure, dual colour and Smart’s unique Sensations
range of textured finishes.
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VISOFOLD 1000
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VISOFOLD 6000

Kitemarked and security-tested to the PAS24

The latest addition to our range, Visofold

standard, Visofold 1000 slide-folding doors

6000 is a high-quality, high-performance

features a choice of internally or externally

slide and fold door. Featuring the slimmest

folding panels, which when open help to

profiles currently available in the Smart

integrate your home’s external and internal

range, the system provides a contemporary,

living spaces, offering uninterrupted views.

elegant solution for both residential and
commercial applications.

H O M E
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SLIDING

DOORS
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CREATE A RELAXED FEELING
OF LIGHT AND SPACE

SLIDING DOORS

Our sliding doors provide the
maximum light and afford the most
unobstructed views of any system
when closed and with our wide range
of systems and options, you can select
and tailor a door system to exactly
meet your own specific requirements.
With a choice of frame sizes, sliding formats
and two, three and four pane systems,
together with a choice of high-quality
hardware and a wide range of colour
options, the slim lines of these elegant doors
make them the perfect solution for any
home.

3 1
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VISOGLIDE PLUS

Combining the benefits of a large picture
window, which allows light to flood in to an
internal space, with an easy opening
operation, Visoglide Plus is a high quality,
highly versatile system which is a great option
for even the largest project. Delivering
outstanding thermal efficiency, Visoglide Plus
offers contemporary styling and robust
performance, with the option of slide, or lift
and slide operation on double or triple
tracks.

4 3
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VISIT OUR SHOWROOM IN WEST
BRIDGFORD, NOTTINGHAM
Based on Melton Road in West
Bridgford, Nottingham, our
extensive home improvement
showcase includes Residence 7
& Residence 9 windows, sliding
sash windows, aluminium
bifold doors & sliding doors, roof
lanterns & a variety of quality
windows & doors.

H O M E
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Design • Manufacture • Install

CONTACT US
Telephone: 0115 866 00 66
Email: sales@thenottinghamwindowcompany.co.uk

FIND US
118 Melton Road
West Bridgford
Nottingham
NG2 6EP

